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Abstract
Drawing upon interviews held with students and teachers at the University of Music, Drama and
Media Hanover as well as with experts and artists from the United States, the Netherlands and
Turkey this paper suggests that adopting entrepreneurial logics in music education will help
artists to design careers that will be both fulfilling from an artistic as well as an economical
perspective. Following an earlier approach by Eikhof and Haunschild who analyzed the forces
that drive actors in German theaters by applying Bourdieu’s concept of logics of practice and
incorporating own qualitative interview results, this paper uses an interpretation from Swedberg
based on Schumpeter’s definition of the entrepreneur. Doing this, a model to analyze an artist’s
career in relation to his logics of practice will be presented, suggesting that an artist will be able
to get as well artistic as well as economic fulfillment if he rethinks himself as what we call the
‚artepreneur’. Proceeding from the model the implications for classic music education at the
University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover and their students are outlined.
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1.

Introduction: Describing the problem

1.1.

Conditions of the classical music sector

Facing the facts about the music industry, most of the time the classical music market falls into
oblivion. Within this paper, focus shall be attached to the classical music industry. Keeping an
eye on figures regarding graduates, how subsidies are changing, and what circumstances for
orchestras are given in general, we shall provide a short basis for understanding how the
classical music market has been changing, especially during the last years.
In 2009/2010 the independent orchestras in Germany received public allocation in the amount
of 216 Mio. Euro, which are about 60% of the total budget spent. Except 2007/2008, when
orchestras obtained Euro 217 million, this is the highest public amount since 1993/1994 (cf.
Deutscher Musikrat 2011a). In addition, German theatres and opera houses - and among that
their orchestras - were supported by an amount of Euro 2,168 million in 2009, financed by the
federal government, the states and communes (cf. Deutscher Musikrat 2011c). Despite this high
subsidies and a unique funding of cultural institutions in Germany by the state, established
posts in German orchestras are decreasing. From 1992 to 2012, the number of posts fall by
19 %, from 12,159 to 9,844 as shown in picture one (cf. Deutscher Musikrat 2012b). Further, the
number of orchestras in Germany declined by 168 orchestras in 1992 to 132 in 2012, which is a
decrease of even 21%.
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At the same time, the number of alumni increased continuously by 3,773 in 2000 to 4,236 in
2007 (cf. Deutscher Musikrat 2012a). This illustrates the expanding gap between the number of
musicians on the market and the number of established posts in orchestras, which once offered
a secure job and income. In addition, the audience of musical events and concerts diminished.
Whilst in 2006 63,5% visited an event “occasionally”, only 59,8% did in 2011, and only 6,4%
visit concerts regularly (cf. Deutscher Musirat 2011b).
Taking these facts into consideration, Gembris and Langner conducted a survey among 659
alumni of conservatories in 2005, asking about their activities after graduation. More than half of
them were working as a freelancer, 82% were active in a musical field or in combination with a
non-musical activity. Only 5% worked completely in a non-musical area (cf. Gembris 2009: 63).
It is particularly noticeable that most graduates attend several musical activities, which Gembris
characterizes as “portfolio careers”. Showing that the alumni cannot concentrate on only one job
such as playing in an orchestra but have to pursue several activities and develop various
sources of income (id.).
The aim of this paper is to look into how the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover is
adopting these important changes at the level of their educative culture. In qualitative interviews
we will find out, how students feel prepared for the market of classical music. Based on these
findings we will follow an earlier approach by Eikhof and Haunschild who analyzed the forces
that drive actors in German theaters by applying Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of logics of practice.
Building on this, we will present a model to analyze an artist’s portfolio career in relation to his
own logics of practice. Finally this paper will feature a look abroad to gain information on how
musician/artists and educators, in unsubsidized music sectors, are dealing with career
development, suspecting that they have developed strategies and curricula that are more suited
for competitive market realities allowing us to outline a set of suggestions that could improve
education at the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover.
1.2.

Current educational situation (at the University of Music, Drama and Media
Hanover)

Being aware of the economical changes surrounding the sector of classical music, we analyzed
in a series of interviews with musical performance students from the University of Music, Drama
and Media Hanover, how they were perceiving the changes, how they were dealing with them
and if they were feeling under pressure due to the uncertain future of orchestras and similar
institutions. To get a better understanding of how the students are working, we asked them what
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their driving forces are and what kind of career they want to pursue in the future.
Complementary one professor and one instructor, both teaching at the University of Music,
Drama and Media Hanover, were interviewed regarding the goals of their education - respective
what kind of jobs they are educating their students for, as well in what kind of jobs they are
involved themselves.
Guided interviews allowed us a combination of inductive and deductive research whereby basic
hypotheses could be reviewed, whilst leaving space for new aspects that we were formerly
unaware of (cf. Gläser / Laudel 2006: 139). Following this qualitative approach we could identify
several discrepancies between the educative culture at the University of Music, Drama and
Media Hanover and the situation that students are already and definitely will be facing in the
sector of classical music after their graduation. Four additional interviews were held with experts
from different music sectors as well as different countries, to get an idea on how could be dealt
with the identified discrepancies. Interviewees were Davy de Wit, Head of the ArtEZ
Popacademie (NL), John van Houten, who is - beside his teaching job at the Bob Cole
Conservatory in the USA - a contractor and musician himself, Juliane Banse a professional
sopranist who perfoms in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France and Ferit Odman a well
known Turkish jazz drummer with study experience in Turkey, Sweden and New York City.
Interviews were held in English, German and Dutch and all quotes were, where necessary,
translated into English.
The interviews made clear that the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover is not the
ivory tower one could expect a conservatory to be. Different opportunities are given to collect
practical experience, for example through cooperation with opera houses or within a new,
voluntary compact course about networking and self-marketing. Nevertheless, the goal of
education at the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover is to prepare the students for a
job in a classical orchestra and/or as a soloist. This central point was stated by all the
interviewed students and the instructor:
1

Student 1 : “The University stays to be like a little island. There are always warnings about
the world outside, ‘the market looks different' and so on. But everybody, yes, I think
everybody, when he graduates, has to look after himself and is not really forewarned or not
enough maybe.”

1

The interviewees studying or teaching at the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover were made
anonymous.
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Student 2: “[T]he education, like how the University beholds it, is directed onto the
orchestra, I think.”
Interviewer: “You say, later you surely want to go into an orchestra?”
Student 2: “I want that, yes!”
Student 3: “Well, in Germany - with opera houses and state funded orchestras - one will get
his job [there] and that is also the goal of the education. That in the end, one gets his
orchestra job."
Instructor [Hanover]: “Of course, every teacher has a specific ideal. Here in the
performance courses, they don’t even want orchestra musicians, in fact they want soloists
here. Okay, if the solo career doesn’t work out, then of course they get a job in an
orchestra.”

This unwillingness of educative culture at conservatories to take economic realities into account
was stated by our experts as well, when they talked over the transition from university to the job.
Juliane Banse: “I think I need to do that to students - this confrontation - to save them from
the shock at the end of their studies. When they say ‘Why, why did nobody tell me, that I’m
not good enough?’ So lots and lots and lots [of students] are pulled through and then, at
some time the disillusion comes.”
Davy de Wit: “[I] studied at the Conservatory in Hilversum. [...] Did the performing artist
thing and what I learned there is, that I learned there to play bass very well, but I didn’t
learn how to make a job from my bass playing and how to make money. In other words:
You come from your studies - as someone, who [...] has no idea what [happens] in a
company and how you can implement business models and so forth [...].”
Interviewer: “What was your moment of realization?”
Davy de Wit: “The first day after my graduation.”
John van Houten: “So I learned like everybody does the hard way. So my whole plan for
this class is, I wanna teach you guys, everything I did wrong, so that you don't do that. Or
what I could have done better or what I learned from my mentors. So you don't have to
suffer or you can perhaps save a few more years [...]. ’Cause these people [the students]
have no idea. [...] They just don't know what to do with themselves.”

	
  
Instructor [Hanover]: “Here at the university one just gets guided through, from one
semester to another, has his university intern projects and later one really has to look
where he’ll end up. Consequently, when you face the fact, that every audition is an
existential question, then the classes and music making lessons at the university are really
more like classes that rather remind you of a kindergarden get-together.”

As well as the students, the teaching level at the University of Music, Drama and Media
Hanover that we interviewed, showed that they are not blind to the changing environment for
artists working in the sector of classical music, but that more the esthetical ideal dominates their
doing, pretty much like the genius allowing them to more or less ignore the consequences within
educating, e.g.:
Professor [Hanover]: “A lot comes from itself, so to speak, because students go their own
ways and that of course is perfect. Actually, I can only give impulses, I think. Once there
were children concerts that were organized from the class and I said: ‘Come, lets try this
subject out’, and then they picked it up themselves and developed something - that for sure
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were nice experiences. So it is more about giving new impulses that one can pursue for
himself.”

But these first thoughts into new directions get soon relativized again as can be seen in another
section of the interview:
Interviewer: “What does one need to make a living as a classical musician nowadays?”
Professor [Hanover]: “Well, first of all he has to be competent. I really need to be versed in
playing my instrument [...]. So I am utterly convinced that this still counts, although there
may be variances that seem to object to this sometimes. No, I'm utterly convinced: If
somebody has something to tell, when musical substance gets transported, emotional
content, then it is something, a basis that can carry. And in addition it can help, if someone
possesses communicative skills - that is not given to anybody.”

In summary, the interviews at the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover show that
although the changing realities are felt by all of the interviewees, the esthetic ideal of the
authentic, performing artist2, that will somehow survive in market economy if he simply ‘has’ it,
still dominates. Quotes like the following were frequently given: “The main thing for me and also
my colleagues, with whom I played together, is to go in for a musical piece - and anyhow the
faith exists, that it will work out in the end.” (Professor [Hanover])
As scientists, who are usually concerned about music industrial matters from a makro
perspective, we got very interested in how these esthetic ideals could be understood and how
the knowledge about it could help music students in their development of forming a career in the
changing market of classical music in Germany. The following part of this paper thus adopts the
approach from a paper of Eikhof and Haunschild (2007) called For Art’s Sake and shows, how
Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of logic of practice can be used to understand the driving forces
within an artist’s personality in a better way.

2.

Theoretic approach

Based on Bourdieu’s conceptualization of logics of practice in certain fields of practice - and in
this case the artistic and the business ones - Eickhof and Haunschild turned to the sector of
German theater which can be compared to the sector of classical music. For one it is more or
less uncoupled from market economy through public funding (freedom of art) and as a matter of
fact the major part of influential theaters is state-owned. Secondly, the job market within this
2

Student 2: “It couldn’t be more beautiful actually than sitting in an orchestra and to play. That is, what
keeps one going, to lock oneself in the cell and to practice.”
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theater industry is highly competitive as, which we showed in our introduction, the sector of
classical music is (cf. Eikhof / Haunschild 2009: 527). Bourdieu’s concept of the field refers to
scientific constructed parts of society with its own rules, regulations, resources and ways of
social interaction (cf. Czech 2009: 6). Within these fields certain specific logics of practice - like
the laws of a game - define how one thinks and acts within it. For their research, Eikhof and
Haunschild define:
1) Economic logics of practice as logics that follow the rules of market economy like the
use of capital, exchange of goods and the goal of profit maximization.
2) Artistic logics of practice as logics that follow the idea of l’art pour l’art in which
esthetics and/or the involvement with art itself	
   dominate	
   ones	
   practice (cf. Eikhof /
Haunschild: 526).
Following this distinction they were able to show, that although the German theatre industry is
structurally based on artistic logics of practice, actors within this field were instead using
economic logics when forming social relationships or distributing their time between different
projects, and this as a result of the tight labor market within the sector (cf. id. 529). However, as
suspected, artistic logics were still dominant within the actors and manifest e.g. in their
bohemian lifestyle in which they see their acting as vocation to work for art as a greater good
like the following quotation from their interviews shows (cf. id. 530f.):
‘Being on stage every night, doing what you are best at and being rewarded with applause
and, even, money - that is just the most magnificent thing ever. Everything else becomes
less important compared to that.’ (Ensemble actor, cit. after Eikhof / Haunschild 2007: 531)

Analog to Eikhoff’s and Haunschild’s paper, certain sets of logics from the perceptions, values,
needs, strategies, practices etc. of our interviewees could be identified. We were able to detect
not only separate artistic3 and economic4 logics, but also integrated sets where the artist was
reflecting on his contradictory needs: We found indications that both sets of logics could be
combined. Examples are: Following teaching as a main income job, because it is also perceived
3

For instance: “Then you see other people. They have money from their father or something. They're
driving a Porsche. And like having a good life. [...] So... The most important thing to me is that I'm doing…
Like - what I really love, I mean. From deep inside. What I really love is this.” (Ferit Odman)
4
Like: “Recordings they pay well. So that’s not really disturbing to me, but… like going on tour with Sezen
(Aksu, Turkish Pop-Star). Pff. I can't do that, you know. I don't like that music. So that would kill me.”
(Ferit Odman)
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as artistic fulfillment or forming collaborative projects with actors and writers to set music in new
contexts. Also mentioned were decision making tools, that weigh the artistic fulfillment, payment
and networking potentials of a a possible job.
These points of intersection, where artistic and economic logics overlap, is the concern of this
paper and we will argue, that artists that need to monetize their profession, can combine and
integrate artistic and economic logics and practices like an entrepreneur would. By this they can
increase the size of the overlap moving their career into the zone of interpenetration.
Because professional artists are actors in the field of the creative industries, in which cultural
goods and services are marketed, it is only logical that both sets of logics of practice have to be
used as they act in an overlap in the artistic and the business field (cf. id. 526). However, at
German theaters, Eikhof and Haunschild detected a high risk of endangering the resources of
creative production - e.g. artist motivation - when they were opposed to economic logics and
practices. This led them to outline what one could call an antagonistic relationship of the both,
where the “economic logic tends to crowd out the artistic logic” (id. 524).
As the findings of our interviews suggest, this is not necessarily the case on the individual level.
Rather than having to think of competing practices and logics that effect the artist’s creativity
and motivation like argued in Eikhof and Haunschild’s study, we would like to suggest that by
altering the rules of the play, e.g. through adjusting the logics that are dominant in music
education - like the norms, values and ideals we could detect - artists can get a step closer to
the concept of the cultural entrepreneur. This artist would be able to combine or integrate artistic
and economic logics and practice and it can be observed e.g. in music markets that never were
subject to widespread funding.
This kind of combining logics can be found in Schumpeter’s characterization of the entrepreneur
and Swedberg’s (2006) interpretation of Schumpeter’s work. His definition of cultural
entrepreneur refers to an analysis of Schumpeter’s first edition of Theorie der wirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung. Swedberg suggests in his paper that Schumpeter’s work allows the conclusion that
a cultural entrepreneur would be the one who combines, integrates and creates from what was
not connected formerly although of course Schumpeter has never analyzed the creative
industries himself. Doing that he explicitly mentions combinations of art and business (cf. 249f.,
259). While Schumpeter, as well as Swedberg who interprets him, of course did not refer to sets
of logic of practice per se, the picture of the creative destroyer who tries to escape the
equilibrium - from our perspective the sets of logic and the practices within a field - can be
applied as a new ideal in which artists are able to explore new or at least different logics. Thus,
coming back to Bourdieu, practices and consequently jobs, projects, products etc. would fulfill
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both their artistic and economic needs and would allow them to adopt more flexibly to
environmental changes like the dusk of the orchestra shown in our introduction. This kind of
artist we would like to call the ‚artepreneur’ and he will be modeled more en detail in the
following chapter.

3.

The model of the ‚artepreneur’

Pic. 2: Basic version of the model

The basic model as inserted above is just the rudimentary version of the model to the previous
theoretical derivation. Embedded in the conditions of the creative industries (markets,
competitors, regulations, funding etc.), the musician is - depending on his personality and
ideals - provided with the two combined driving forces: Once the artistic logics in the left field,
that come along with the ambition of musical self-realization and end in the artistic sphere and
the economic ones to the right, that are driving forces from simply how to survive up to a strong
concentration on profitable market orientations5.
To introduce the elaborated model, we are going to extract sections of one selected interviewee
to exemplify the logics directly on the case. The musician, who is the basis for the following
graphic, is John van Houten. As already introduced he is working as a contractor, musician and
teacher. He works for ensembles like the Los Angeles Philharmonic and does amongst other
5

These are the two main spheres we are focusing on, but it shall not remain unmentioned, that several
others exist among an artist’s life.
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things recordings for movies such as The Pirates of the Caribbean. Furthermore he teaches for
example ‚Business of Music’ at the Bob Cole Conservatory in California. This extracted case
seems to be very suitable for exemplification, because the American interviewee had to face a
similar situation already several years ago, which the German students have to handle with
nowadays as shown in section one of this abstract. As a trained musician the principle goal for
him was also to play the instrument he was trained in: “I had no idea. I had no idea, I'd be doing
what I am doing now. When I went out of school, I thought I would be playing in an orchestra."
(van Houten) The market conditions he was facing at that time had totally changed due to a
strike in the 1980s and had to be followed by the cognitive turn he personally needed to go
through in order to combine two existing ambitions:
“When I got out of school I got a little film, TV [recording job] and I worked in Disneyland
and Union Band and it was some days a week, [...] 1,800 [$] a week, it was a crazy
money. And I thought it was going to continue, [...] and then [...] it was just nothing for
about three months. And the phone was not ringing, and then I had to learn to make the
phone ring. [...] And that's when I got into contracting, because that was a hobby for me.
Since Junior High. I was always putting groups together. So I figured out why not make
money, and then there came up the idea: As employer - I always say this in class you
gotta take that, no matter how bad they treat you or how bad the trouble is - but as a
producer or contractor you can charge whatever you want, if you got a good product. So
what I did, and it [...] was twofold: I wouldn't hire my friends, I would hire people that have
been in business [for] 20 to 30 years, so I was giving the best players [...] and I was
learning at the same time.” (van Houten)

The focus on the artistic logic is kept alive as it can be derived from the aspect he mentions in
the last sentence: learning furthermore from the best players. By orientating on the musically
professional guideline, he can secure his artistic existence by implementing another field of
interest and expertise. That is the point at which artistic logics match the economic sphere. A
professional operating by parallel consideration of one’s own preferences can furthermore be
exemplified:
“We call it irons in the fire. I would say four to five things in the fire. [...] Ya, so if you're this is a freelance musician, this is not an orchestra musician. This means like: Okay, I can
do my music. I can contract, I can book groups, I can teach, I can play, I can do whatever I
mean is best. I can teach private lessons, I have friends who can't do any of those.” (van
Houten)

Until today the interviewee is participating in a very tough market as the L.A. area is supposed
to be very competitive like it can be interpreted from his further statement: “In L.A. everybody is
very nice, it's very laid back, but it isn't - the impression comes just that way. We have to be very
protective. Especially nowadays there is even less work than in 1981.” (van Houten) So that it
seems to be more necessary than ever before to have several pillars of occupational
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opportunities. This is the point, where we want to introduce our “Artepreneurial model” on
specific insights to the exemplified case:

Pic. 3: The ‚Artepreneurial’ model on the case “John van Houten”

In our interviews we could clearly make out that some jobs or projects (practices) within a
musician’s career were picked up because of different kinds of logics. E.g. private teaching for
economic reasons in some cases or the production of CDs even though knowing, that they
would sell badly, from artistic reasons. This allows us to connect the different jobs within an
artist’s career with his logics of practice and thus filling the bubbles.
Here the somehow a bit more existing rationale course of action (the economic side) can be
outlined with quotations regarding his management activities: “I was the only one who managed
cover bands, even though they cover, but I had the best band, I had a great band. The golden
rule is: Take the job, never say ‚No’ to a job.”, and also the attitude toward the teaching activities
need to be outlined:
“I have been teaching [...] privately. I just kind of flow into teaching. [...] But at every
University [...] they don't wanna hire full-time, [once it was] 75 % full-time faculty and
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25 % adjunct, now it's nearly the opposite. They just worked the numbers out. Now I
actually took a chance and negotiated and the advantage of that - actually I was at a
private school and I didn't wanna teach there anymore, I just rolled a figure and they said:
‘Okay’. The advantage of that was: Now every school had to accept that.” (van Houten)

The so called portfolio career, can be found in the general sum of operations he is successful in
and gains money with. In this case no project exists, which is purely motivated by artistic logics,
that does not come along with monetary compensation. It may not be misinterpreted: Even
though there might be more solely economic guidelines for the interviewee, the fear that this
side is dominating the artistic side too much may not be verified. Rather he transfered the
formerly pure artistic orientated logic - making music - in one, that is always related to an
economic one. Moreover he manages to combine his artistic ambition to achieve something,
that stands for the success of today’s musicianship: The zone of the interpenetration between
artistic side and economic side though forms the point of intersection, where artistic fulfillment
meets economic growth or at least coverage. This is the zone, in which the musician can
develop all his competences by incorporating them professionally, just as his first statement
proclaimed: “And that's when I got into contracting, because that was a hobby for me.” (van
Houten) The driving forces we announced - on the one pole the artistic and on the other pole
the economic sphere - need to be identified and combined by the artepreneur.

4.

Implications for the classic music education

Turning back to where we came from - the students at the University of Music, Drama and
Media Hanover - we have to consider how our model could benefit their educative culture. In
this regard it seemed suitable to turn the focus on music markets that are not or may have never
been subject to widespread public funding. This is especially the case in the market(s) around
pop music or in the American sector of classical music. Unlike the sector of classical music in
Germany, in the United States arts organizations receive only 5% of their total revenues from
governments (National Endowment for the Arts, 1997; McCarthy et al., 2001 cit. after Colbert
2003), while in Germany and France receivings of 80% can be proclaimed (Sauvanet, 1999 cit.
after Colbert 2003). It is thus no coincidence that schools and universities like the Dutch ArtEZ
Popacedemie or the Bob Cole Conservatory in the United States seem to be picking up
entrepreneurial or at least entrepreneurish approaches. In this final chapter we will now turn our
attention ‘back to the roots’, to the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover with
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recommendations on how the results of this paper could improve the education at the music
performance studies or at best further similar institutions.
To protect the next generation of professional musicians from a bad awakening by reality after
graduation, music students need to be prepared to the realities they will face as soon as they
leave the educational ground. Whereas in other countries, students get confronted with the
realistic world they soon have to face6, a look at the German higher education area still shows a
need for implementing new policies; on the one hand this will destroy the ruling logics of
practice - eg. ‚romantic’ ideals about a future solo career - but on the other hand, it supports
ideas about new educational units that form new opportunities to the musical student.
The Dutch expert Davy de Wit, who is in process of implementing a new structure to the existing
education at the ArtEZ Popacademie, speaks in this context of the implementation of other
professional skills belonging to a musician’s career. That means, necessarily drifting away from
a focus on a (as he names it) “diploma-oriented education”, leading to a competence based
education culture that allows the students to follow any possible career decision - concepts also
known as empowerment (Bröckling 2007: 180ff.). By providing mandatory classes in which
students learn about entrepreneurship from experts that are not necessarily musicians, and by
forcing them to plan and exercise their future career from day one of their study he changes the
field conservatory in a way that it demands more than ‘only’ following artistic logics of practice in
order to graduate. Paying close attention to what we learned from the experts and by
brainstorming on how to teach students in moving into the intersection zone of our model we
suggest that the following steps could be taken:
A)

Awareness and acceptance

Following our suggested ‘artepreneurial’ approach to a much more fitting ideal to somebody’s
future success and personal satisfaction in the music sector seems to be this: A fulfilling career
whatever career it may be. Therefore it is important to get the student’s awareness about the
changes in the classical music sector in the first step and the confrontation with the decreasing
chances to achieve the position, one was aiming at. In this context it is important to illustrate
that there are various ways to reach a fulfilling career. A look ahead and around is fundamental:
6

For just giving one example amongst others, the following interviewee gives an anecdote about the
drastic reality even students from top conservatories get confronted with: „[...] It's probably one of the top
conservatories, easily in the top three of the country. The trumpet teacher had eight outstanding students
(...) great players - all of them – he took them out for dinner and said: ‚I wanna be really honest, but only
one of you is gonna get a job. (...) That's how hard it is.’, and completes: „It's like trying to get into the NFL
or the NBA. It's pretty much impossible.“ (van Houten cites an unnamed colleague)
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The principle rule is to anticipate new streams and possibilities of the market. Therefore a
cognitive turn has to be carried out from the side of the university policy beforehand, so that no
misleading ideals get communicated to the students anymore.
The implications that come along with these changes can open out into a negative attitude on
the part of the institutional level. The conducted interviews already disclosed the phenomenon
of attempting to stick to old values and habits. To strike a new path in this case means to accept
the fading ideal of the artist, who can make his living by just focusing on the artistic sphere
without the need to think about economical logics, because the prevailing national parameters
were offering safe conditions in the German classical orchestra market. Especially the
autochthonous generation of professors and executive boards of any traditional orientated
conservatory might have a problem with the practical changes (which will be shortly mentioned
below in section C) that are attended by such a rethinking. The reason can be found either in
the need for accepting new working structures for the ‘staff’, acquiring necessary new skills and
where applicable changing lecture times in favor of accompaniment of the student’s practical
experiences as possible consequences. Or the reason might be, that fear arises regarding the
fact, that external crafts (as it will be mentioned in section B below: for example management
consultants, psychologists and more fields) will be implemented and could endanger the own
logics. In this context it shall at least briefly be pointed to the business field of change
management, whose findings can be applied on this in a parallel way.
B)

Broaden the profile: Finding the perfect fitting portfolio expansion

In the second place new individual objectives need to be worked out - attuned once to the new
diverse roles in the field of the creative industries and especially with regard to personal
specifications of each student. In which domain could the student see himself and where are
further hidden talents, that he could combine with his ambition to music?
However, the necessary competences have to be taught and learned. Unfolded entrepreneurial
logics and practices need tools and strategies (cf. Engelmann / Grünewald / Heinrich 2011:
11ff., Colbert 2003: 30f.), tactics like communication skills (cf. Wilson / Stokes 2005: 374f.),
values (cf. Swedberg 2006: 249ff.), and even idols different than the ones of an “merely” artist.
Our model also suggests, that artists and therefore the students at the University of Music,
Drama and Media Hanover need to broaden their understanding of creativity. Successful artists
that are working in the intersection zone of our model have to find creative ways of combining
artistic and economic logics and practices. This is supported by Weisberg (2010), who shows
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that creativity is hardly a characteristic of the Genius - like we could detect it in our interviews but a much more ordinary thinking process that can be learned, managed and profits from
“people with a wide range of expertise [that] have the opportunity of seeing if anything that they
know can be applied to the problem” (cf. Weisberg 2010: 251, see also Banks / Calvey / Owen
2002: 262).
The university would thus have to open up their music performance department for new sets of
competences and thinking approaches that are linked closely to the needs of a student
experimenting outside of the university. Therefore our experts suggest music managers,
psychologists, management consultants etc. to confront the students with these new logics via
communicative exchange with the appropriate expert.
C)

Creative realization of the own artepreneurial career

An “artepreneurial” action cannot only be taught theoretically, it needs to be carried out.
‚Learning by doing’ in this context will be much more effective to find out what does and what
does not match to someone’s personality. Students should also start earlier with collecting
practical experiences outside the university, building their networks, establishing their projects in
the market etc. This action is most suitable for the time, when the artist is being protected by the
advantages of the student’s status that suggests much tighter connection between inner- and
outer-curricula activities. The ArtEZ Popacademie even supports this approach. When de Wit in
this context speaks of a “competence based learning”, that shall include new teaching methods
under new conditions (permanently changing media components) and he also suggests an
increasing level of orientation toward a schedule “outside the classroom” that means e.g. at his
own concerts7, leading to personality development and performance evaluation where
unrealistic circumstances can be avoided.

7

via sending the own professors/instructors to external concerts of a student rather then having him take
his pre-structured exam in a classroom.
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5.

Conclusion

Based on the changing environments for professional classic musicians and a comparison with
the educative culture at the University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover, we detected a gap
between market realities and the preparation of music performance students for these realities.
By analyzing the logics of practice that are persistent at the university and by considering
insights from expert artists and teachers, we were able to develop a model to analyze and
optimize an artist’s career by establishing a link to what Schumpeter would have described as
the cultural entrepreneur.
According to our model, students have to be creative not only in their artistic expression but also
in the creation of practices that allow them to work 'in the zone' of interpenetration between
artistic logics and economic logics. Examples are development of new projects, creative
business models, putting their music into new contexts etc. Therefore education should not
essentially teach how to be the best player, but also supply the necessary knowledge, freedom
and support to find the artepreneur in oneself.
As just nine interviews were held and students were only recruited from the University of Music,
Drama and Media Hanover, our results about the educative culture cannot speak for other
places of classic music education. The model of the artepreneur however, offers impulses for
further studies e.g. for human resource management in the creative industries or for creativity
management. On the practitioner’s side it can also be used as a tool to analyze successful artist
careers, in career development and of course in education.
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